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1. Hilbert scales. Suppose E0 is a separable complex Hilbert space

with inner product ( , )0. Let A: E0-^E0 be a completely continuous

linear mapping with A>0. Then A can be represented in the form

Au= Z"i^j'(m> ai)oaj where {a,} is a complete orthonormal set

in Eo, Xi^X2^ • • • >0, and lim Xy = 0, (see [l, Chapter l]). Let

E = 0"-0AnE0 and for u, vEE, aER define (u, v)a=(A~au, A~av)o.

Denote by Ea, E equipped with the || ||a=(, YJ2 topology, and let

Ea denote the completion. It follows that E = {\aEa. The family

a—*Ea is called the Hilbert scale defined by A, and E is called the

center (see [2, p. 93]). We will suppose that E carries the weakest

topology in which all inclusions E—*Ea are continuous. It follows that

£ is a perfect space in the sense of [l ] and ^JaEa = E* is its dual space.

Since ||tt||a = [jyl%||a+0 for all uEE and a, PER it follows that A?

extends to an isometry from Ea to Ea+p, which we will also denote by

Ae. Also, it follows from the definition that {X"ayj is a complete

orthonormal set in Ea and (u, aj)aX2a= iu, a/jo lor uEEa, a 2:0.

An alternative method of introducing Hilbert scales follows from

the observation that if i: Ei—>E0 denotes the inclusion map, then

A = (i*i)112. Hence, suppose Ho and Hi are complex Hilbert spaces,

Hi is dense in H0, and the inclusion map i: Hi—*H0 is completely con-

tinuous. Then i has the form u = i(u)= XlT-i ai(.u> bj)iaj where

lim aj = 0, and {aj} and {bj} are bases in H0 and Hi respectively. It

follows that i*iE£(Hi, Hi) has the form i*i(u) = X^|a«'|2(M. 7)ifr»

which extends to H0 by setting i*i(v) = 2la»'|27> ai)aai- The pair

{Ho, (i*i)112} then defines a Hilbert scale as above.

An important class of Hilbert scales are those whose centers are

nuclear spaces. It is not difficult to show that if a—>Ea is a Hilbert

scale defined by A, then the center is nuclear iff XXi^r<°° f°r

some <t>0.

Two simple examples are given below, and other examples can be

found in [2] and [5].

(a) Suppose E denotes the set of all CM mappings u: i?—>C having

period one, and for u, vEE define (u, v)o = Jlu(t)v(t)dt and (u, v)i

= (u, v)o + (Du, Dv)0. Let £, denote the completion of E with respect

to ( , )\n. Then the inclusion map i: 27—>£0 is completely continuous
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and A — (i*i)112 defines a Hilbert scale with center again E. Since

A~2 = I — D2 it follows that E is nuclear.

(b) Suppose H is a separable Hilbert space, Xi=^X2=g • • • >0,

and lim Xj = 0. Let Ha= {a = (ax, a2, • ■ ■ ): atEH and X!||0'j|2V2"

<*>}, and set (a, b)a= 2Z(a,-, WV2"- Then a-*Ha is a Hilbert

scale whose center is nuclear iff y.X? < oo for some a > 0.

2. Smoothing operators. Suppose a—>£a is a Hilbert scale defined

by A,  and  let uEEa.  Then  m= X^i(m>  Xfo,-)aXfaj.   Define P„m

= X^"-i(M» X"a,)„X"ai. It follows that P„: E*—>E is well defined,

Pjj = P„, P„/la = ^4',JP„ for all aEi?; and for uEEa, ||P„w —w||a-»0.

When the center of the scale is nuclear a subsequence Sk = Pn(k)

can be given that is very similar to the smoothing operators used in

[4] and [6]. The bounds given below for the norms of these operators

are a bit weaker than those used by Nash, however they are good

enough to carry out the proof of his implicit function theorem (see

[3])-

Lemma. Suppose bx^b2^ ■ ■ • >0, r = inf{cr: X^"i^<°°} is

finite, and e>0. Let m(r) be the number ofbn greater than r~l. Then there

is a k0>0 such that for t>r + e.

and

£    b- < kr+'~'(T + e)/(t - r-e),        fork^ko.
j>m(k)

Proof. From [l, p. 88] we have that lim sup(log m(k)/log k)=r.

Hence for some k0>0 it follows that m(k) <kr+l if k0^k. Therefore

zZismm by'^kfm(k) <&+<+'.

Now, Ey>„(*) b)^ ^0(m(k + (r + l)Ax)-m(k + rAx))/(k+rAx)'

ior ko^k and Ax>0. Letting Ax—>0 gives

/i 00 I 00 /» 00x   dm(x) = x   m(x) \    +  I    tx      m(x)dx
k \ k J k

I 00 /» 00

g xr+<-<      +  I     txT+t-l~1dx = kT+*-'(T + e)/(t -T-t).

Theorem. Suppose a—^Ea is a Hilbert scale defined by A and

r = inf [a: XlA?<r< °° }• Given e>0 there is a K>0, and a subsequence

Sn = Pkin) such that for B — a>r + 2t
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||SB«||ft/||«||a ^ «»«*-«>/(*+«)       for au u <= Ea,

and

\\(I - Sn)v\\a/\\v\\0 ^ Knn<<*-l»llT+')       for all v £ E0.

Proof. For uEEa and B>a,

n 2 n

II D     II2 V I \\2a <r-   V   I  / \    lVall     II2

t=l 0 i=l

^-11    I^V-MI     M2II     ||2^4ot        11    i|2  v-> .2(«-P)

= llMll« Z^ lla>17lla'1l/3A' =IM7^A<
»'— 1 t'=l

For uEEp and B—a>r we have

12

|| (^ — Pn)«||« =      zZ («, «*)^ «.'        =   £   I (". ff*)|(*l A* lla*l!«
k>n I A:>n

<r ll ll2 x*\\   n74(SN   ll2     ii ii2 v^.2<^-°'= 1MI0 2^ IKHisX* ||fl*||a = IMIs 2^ A*

Applying the above lemma gives that for B — a>r+e and k^k0

that ||PmWM||0/|H|*:Sfc<T+«+3-a>/2 for «££„, and ||(/-i7.w)i>||«/|M|„

^k^+'+c-^i2((T+t)/(B-a-T-e))1i2,vEE0.LettingK=((T+e)/e)1i2,

n = k{T+l)l2, S„ = Pm(„V(r+t)h and assuming B — a>r + 2e the result

follows.

3. Commuting operators between Hilbert scales. Suppose a—>Ea,

B—>Fg are Hilbert scales defined by A and B respectively, and let

( , 7 denote the inner product in Fp. Let £(£, F) he the continuous

linear maps from E to F, and define

£a(£, F) = { T G £(£, £): 7\4<" = J5T    for all a £ R}.

Proposition. Suppose T££(£, F). Then for some rER and all

aER, T: £,„—*£,a_r is continuous. Hence T has a unique extension to an

element of £(£„, £a_r) ialso denoted by T), and the norms in the respec-

tive spaces are the same.

Proof. Since £££(£, £) there is an r such that T: £,r—>£,0 is

continuous, and we may write £££(£r, £0). For m££ and any a,

||rM||«_r = ||5',-r«||o = ||r4'-«^||og||r|| ||.4^«tt||r = ||r|| \\u\\a. Hence

T: £,„—>£,„_r is continuous and extends to an element of £(£„, £a-r)

whose norm is bounded by ||r||. Replacing a by —a then gives the

equality of the norms.

For TE&aiE, F) we will say that ord T^r if TE&iEa, £«_r)
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for all aER. For subsets A, BEE write A ±B iff (a, b)a = 0 for all

aEA, bEB, and aER.

Proposition. Suppose TE£a(E, F) and K denotes the kernel of T

in E. Then E = K®K±.

Proof. By the above Proposition TE£(Ea, Fa_r). Let Ka denote

the kernel of T in Ea and K£ its orthogonal complement. The result

then follows from the facts that K = 0Ka and KL = f)Kx.

Proposition. Suppose TE£a(E, F) is surjective. Define L: F—*E

by Lv — m ifi mEK1 and Tm = v. Then LE £a(F, E) and TLu = u for

all uEF.   Moreover if ord   T^r and ord  L^s, then r + s^0 and

TEaZ) Fa+s-

Proof. For the closed graph theorem it follows that L is continu-

ous. Since Lv = m, A"Lv = A"m. But Tm = v gives B"v = BaTm= TAam

and since AamEKL, LB"v = A"m so that A"L =LBa, and LE £a(F, E).

For the second part we may assume that T is bijective by restrict-

ing T to KL. If Kx is finite dimensional then ord P = ord L = 0. If KL

is infinite dimensional and r + s<0 it follows that ord I<0. This

would imply that for some e>0 and A^>0, ||m||(^X||w||o for all uEE,

which is impossible. It then follows that TEaZ) Fa+$.

In the case of example (a) above £a(E, F) includes linear dif-

ferential operators with constant coefficients, but not variable coeffi-

cients. Nonetheless since smoothing operators exist for Hilbert scales

with nuclear centers a Nash type implicit function theorem can be

given, and they therefore seem an appropriate setting for certain non-

linear problems.
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